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Chapterr 1 

Introductio n n 

TheThe white rabbit put on his spectacles. Where shall I begin, please 
youryour Majesty? he asked. 
BeginBegin at the beginning, the King said gravely, and go on till you come 
toto the end: then stop. 

inin Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, by Lewis Caroll. 

Softwaree for image processing is known to be difficult to write. Only one or just 
aa few algorithms working on a specific type of image are relatively easy to code. 
Difficultiess arise when one aims at an image processing package that tries to 

meett the theory. 
Softwaree developers in image processing are often confronted with questions con-

cerningg the design and implementation of algorithms. The reason for the questions is 
thatt developers as well as end users rarely share the same knowledge. In turn, what 
ann algorithm precisely does remains often unclear. Specific implementation details 
andd different pixel types, not taken into account in the initial phases of the design, 
aree examples of the problems that often occur. The answers for such questions are not 
straightforward.. What software developers often do in image processing is to show 
howw to program around the implementation details. 

Noo doubt much of these problems show up because in the past no one paid atten-
tionn at specifying the modus operandi of the algorithms. An algorithm implemented 
thiss way will lack a precise definition of its run-time behavior. One of the reasons is 
thatt software developers still do not make the most of the functionality provided by 
thee available programming tools. 

Greatt efforts have gone into building scientific libraries that are dedicated to a par-
ticularr application. The main issue is to manage large numbers of data types involved 
inn a given domain. For instance, in image processing, an algorithm implementation 
shouldd indistinctly accept two-dimensional and three-dimensional images (isotropic or 
not),, regions, region adjacency graphs, image and graph pyramids, sequences, collec-
tions,, etc.. Hence, the types of data contained in these structures are scalar (Boolean, 
integer,, or float), complex, composed (e.g. color RGB), and so forth. Existing libraries 
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2 2 Introduction n 

forr image processing are usually dedicated to a particular data structure (mostly two-
dimensionall  images). The implementations of algorithms are commonly restricted to 
feww data types (mostly unsigned 8 bit integers) [16]. 

Thee first research problem addressed in this thesis within the scope of image 
processingg arises from these software development pitfalls: Is it possible to combine 
bothboth theory and practice in such a way as to produce reliable, precise, and generic 
algorithmalgorithm representations in order to overcome the combinatorial explosion of code 
neededneeded to deal with all possible kinds of data structures and image types? If this is true, 
howhow can the algorithms be devised with the guarantee that the desired implementation 
shouldshould be written once, how can it process data in an abstract way, and how can it, 
atat the same time, be efficient? Consequently, what is needed to address these issues 
iss a precise framework for the development of image processing software. If properly 
constructedd with a high level programming language, this framework should greatly 
increasee programmer's productivity as programming tasks are considerably improved 
duee to replacement of large pieces of code by short algebraic statements. 

Somee scientific libraries have been using a generic programming approach to this 
problemm [17] [30] and a few of them are freely available on the Internet for vari-
ouss domains: containers, graphs, linear algebra, computational geometry, differential 
algorithms,, neural networks, visualization, etc. These libraries enforce the use of 
genericityy for software architectural purposes and especially for algorithm design. 

Thee basic concept of generic programming is termed as follows: given A" data 
types,, Y containers (data structures), and Z algorithms as components of a soft-
waree system, the generic programming paradigm provides a mechanism to reduce the 
possiblyy X x Y x Z implementations to X + Y + Z implementations. Original li-
brariess in this paradigm were implemented in Scheme and Ada. However, it has been 
popularizedd only recently with a C++ implementation called the Standard Template 
Libraryy (STL). Thanks to parameterization, generic programming allows to abstractly 
representt data structures [37]. 

Onn the mathematical side, the correctness of generic algorithms offers greater 
challengess than conventional algorithms. Often, one must create the appropriate 
abstractt concepts in terms of which concepts can effectively express and reason about 
thee behavior of an algorithm or collection of algorithms. The nature of the problem of 
developingg generic algorithms should be attractive to researchers in computer science 
andd mathematics, whereas the problem for developing conventional algorithms is often 
regardedd as difficult to conceive, to implement, and to maintain. 

Thee intention in this thesis is not to cover all aspects of software development for 
imagee processing but to concentrate efforts on the underlying concepts of mathemat-
icall  morphology and present a new approach to morphological software development. 
Suchh approach should lead to generic and efficient algorithmic implementations. 

Duringg the last few years, morphological image processing has evolved from a 
specializedd imaging subject, to an important area of study within image processing 
[9]]  [10] [11]. It is presented in many industrial applications that have been, and are 
currentlyy being developed. Mathematical morphology has become an essential tool 
forr image processing experts due to a vast number of tasks suitable for solution by 
morphologicall  methods. 
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Mathematicall  morphology aims at analyzing geometrical properties of objects. 
Thee analysis is quantitative in order to provide a complete framework for describing 
spatiall  organizations. So far, the use of such a framework has allowed for the devel-
opmentt of a class of morphological algorithms to deal with binary, grey-scale, and 
recentlyy also for color images. 

Thee first study on a general framework underlying mathematical morphology was 
proposedd in [50]. It was shown that such framework could be achieved if one starts 
fromm the assumption that the object space is a complete lattice. This idea has been 
carriedd further by various people [1] [26] [35] [44] [45]. Despite this accredited theoret-
icall  evolution and a large number of applications, software development for morpho-
logicall  image processing still lacks of a standardized, mathematical rigorous algebraic 
structuree that is specifically designed for image handling [12] [13] [43]. 

Recently,, much of the morphological software-related practice has evolved from 
merelyy a set of fundamental operators, such as erosions and dilations, to the concept 
off  an entire software package. Morphological tools within these packages usually range 
fromm classical filters [33] [34] to watersheds [5]. Problems emerge when one tries to 
fulfil ll  the specific morphological algorithm requirements based on the complete lattice 
withoutt a well-founded software framework. 

Forr instance, currently released morphological software packages as if Micromorph 
andd the MMach toolbox for the Khoros environment are still facing these problems. 
Thiss has led to an entire reformulation in such systems and in some cases, to the 
developmentt of complete new software, in order to continue standing as a useful tool. 
Sometimes,, slightly different formulations among systems yield a different algorithm 
representationn which, in turn, leads to a different implementation. Moreover, having 
distinctt implementations in practice for the same morphological operator in theory, 
generatess more documentation and makes software difficult to program. 

Givenn the obstacles in morphological software development, the following problem 
statementt emerges naturally: How can the algebraic theory of mathematical mor-
phologyphology be used to build a general framework for the development of morphological 
algorithms? algorithms? 

Whatt is required is that the algorithms should appear as a sequence of operators 
andd images into a well-designed framework where each morphological operator should 
bee expressed as a composition of elementary operators. Such framework should be 
ablee to produce statements in terms of low-level operations that are tied to the al-
gebraicc representation of the fundamental structures upon which images and images 
operatorss are designed. Particularly, these algorithms should be following the generic 
programmingg paradigm. That is, they should be independent of both data types and 
dataa structures. 

AA general framework for morphological image processing will be very handy since 
itt formalizes the entities like images, pixel values, operators, etc. Such a framework 
wil ll  be connected to the level of details provided by the theory in morphological image 
processing. . 

Thiss chapter is organized as follows: section 1.1 discusses about the reasons why 
mathematicall  morphology is so important for non-linear image processing and why 
morphologicall  software is needed in several applications. Then section 1.2 describes 
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andd characterizes morphological algorithms in terms of structure, implementation 
techniques,, and mathematical notation. Section 1.3 reviews some of the most used 
softwaree packages and image libraries with respect to mathematical morphology. The 
aspectss considered include general information, technical requirements, maintenance, 
documentation,, and support. Section 1.4 refers to the state of art in morphologi-
call  software, concentrating on features relevant to software design in mathematical 
morphology. . 

1.11 The Need for Morphological Software 

Mathematicall  morphology is the science of shape and structure, based on set-
theoretical,, topological and geometrical concepts [20] [48] [49] [55]. Over the past 
years,, mathematical morphology has grown as a powerful method for image process-
ingg and analysis, receiving considerable attention due to its solid theory. It provides 
aa set of tools for image processing and analysis that has been used to a wide number 
off  applications. As a nonlinear branch of image and signal processing, mathemati-
call  morphology represents a rupture with classical linear processing and facilitates 
thee application of various mathematical concepts and evolving disciplines to image 
processingg [21] [22] [24] [25]. 

Thesee mathematical concepts and disciplines include medical image segmentation 
[18]]  [27] [28], nonlinear statistics [33] [34]. logic [56], geometry [25]. scale-space [8] [29] 
[57],, topology [39] and various algebraic systems such as lattice and group theories. 
Whilee these disciplines have been used in the classical image-processing techniques, 
theyy appear more naturally within the context of mathematical morphology. They 
aree central to its development and application. 

Thee recent success of mathematical morphology in noise removal [47], background 
normalizationn [63], shape recognition [23] [53] [58], object flaw detection [19], object 
featuree extraction [15] [54], and segmentation [36] [51] [52] [60] has made a number of 
researcherss take notice, further explore, and use morphological techniques. Most of 
thee software packages for image processing have now included in their operation set 
thee morphological operations. In addition, a considerable effort has been done in the 
developmentt of newr specialized morphological libraries and toolboxes. 

Severall  algorithms have been designed and implemented to identify characteristic 
topographicc features on images, such as large and deep valleys, sharp crests, high 
summits,, and watersheds; these features are then used to find an edge, segment the 
image,, remove some artifacts, or localize an object [6] [7] [32] [38]. However, the 
originall  implementation derived directly from the definition is particularly inefficient 
too compute. In addition, its implementation requires large computer resources [61]. 
Consequently,, newr design techniques may be applied to produce effective algorithm 
implementationss for morphological image operators. 

Inn view of this, the most important strategic goal of morphological software is 
too serve the needs of application developers and end users. Obviously, the key to 
thiss is programmability, which allows them to control their own tools by writing the 
softwaree they need. Key solutions for particular applications must be developed easily. 
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Byy providing both a solid theoretical infrastructure with a rich set of morphological 
tools,, and coordinating the development of broad application frameworks for specific 
areas,, a morphological package will achieve its goals for programmability. 

1.22 Characterization of Morphological Algorithms 

Thiss section describes and characterizes morphological algorithms in terms of struc-
ture,, implementation techniques, and mathematical notation. Algorithms are usually 
designedd to solve a particular problem efficiently and with a minimum of effort. The 
significancee of an algorithm is generally determined by two factors: how it solves the 
problemm it aims for and how it implements the solution. 

Forr instance, an erosion algorithm must implement a local comparison between 
aa pixel p € ƒ and all other pixels within the neighborhood defined by the structur-
ingg function g. As another example, some morphological algorithms {e.g. skeletons), 
shouldd be implemented to produce results as close as possible to the continuous frame-
workk when applied to a discrete one. 

Thee main characteristic of the majority of morphological algorithms is a large 
numberr of iterations over elementary operations. It should be noted, however, that in 
mostt iterative operations, relatively few pixels really change value in the intermediate 
stages.. This offers a chance for developing efficient algorithms. 

Thee efficiency of a morphological algorithm may be defined using three main 
criteriaa [59]: speed, accuracy, and flexibility . Accuracy means that the algorithm 
shouldd give valid results. Flexibility can be defined as the way an algorithm adapts to 
differentt image types and data structures. However, most algorithms can not achieve 
thee criteria all at once. 

InIn addition, software needs to be reusable. Implementing reusable algorithms 
seemss to be more difficult in mathematical morphology than in other fields of com-
puterr science. In part, this stems from the fact that the vast amount of image data to 
bee processed makes efficiency one of the highest priorities. Until recently, most pro-
grammingg had to comply with the efficiency of the underlying hardware. Since the 
hardwaree was continually changing, reusability was virtually impossible to achieve. 
Duee to the increasing performance and widespread application of standard comput-
ers,, reusable morphological algorithms have become a realistic option, but efficiency 
stilll  pays an important role. 

Therefore,, reusable algorithms may be applied either for some basic morphological 
processingg tasks, such as erosions and dilations, or as elementary building blocks for 
moree complex transforms like thinnings, thickenings, skeletons, and reconstruction. 

1.2.11 Morphological Implementation Techniques 

Thee most common implementation techniques for morphological algorithmic imple-
mentationss are based on parallel, sequential, and queue-based algorithms. 

Inn a parallel algorithm, the result does not depend on any of the other image data. 
Erosionss and dilations allow for a parallel implementation because they can be carried 
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outt independently for every pixel and the result of the computation for each pixel is 
storedd in a new image. 

Inn a sequential algorithm, the data are run through in a predefined scan. Forward 
andd backward scans are frequently used since they simplify memory access in computer 
implementations.. In a sequential algorithm, the result of a computed pixel value 
hass an influence on the value of all pixels processed after it. in contrast to parallel 
algorithms.. Sequential and parallel algorithms are mathematically equivalent, and 
thee former should be competitive in processing time required if a sequential computer 
iss used [46]. 

Queue-basedd algorithms are provided with a mechanism to control the number of 
pixelss in any iteration, which requires a specific scanning order of the pixels. It is 
madee in such a way that every pixel, over a number of iterations, is treated only once, 
att the very moment when its neighborhood is sufficiently well known to determine its 
value.. From a computational point of view, queue-based algorithms are very efficient. 

Thesee three classes of algorithms will be carefully studied in the sequel of this 
thesis. . 

1.2.22 The Role of Notat ion 

Considerr the erosion of an image ƒ with a structuring function g. A mathematical 
notationn for this operator is usually represented by either ƒ 0 g or sg(f). The first 
notationn focuses on the perceived similar role of the image to be eroded and the 
structuringg function that encodes the spatial dependency of the operation. The second 
notationn focuses on the operator nature of the erosion: it transforms one image ƒ 
intoo a new image £9{f), where g just serves as a parameterization of the operator. 
Thee second notation is the preferred way in the literature on morphological image 
processing.. An option was made in this thesis to stick to the second notation. 

Inn practice, there is a waist of notation and code to deal with the same generality. 
Whatt all erosions have in common is more than just the name, which is an important 
conceptuall  observation on its own: the different operators share large parts of the 
algorithms.. Indeed, for each new image type an entirely new version of the algorithm 
iss written. The different names for essentially the same operator let alone the fact 
thatt not all functionality is available for all different types of images or different types 
off  erosions. 

1.33 Review of Morphological Software Packages 

Thiss section reviews some of the most used software packages and image libraries 
withh respect to mathematical morphology. The aspects considered include general 
information,, technical requirements, maintenance, documentation, and support. 

Currently,, there are several image processing software packages that include math-
ematicall  morphology in the set of available tools due to its relevance to image seg-
mentation,, non-linear filtering, pattern recognition, and image analysis. These tools 
rangee from a poor coverage, i.e. just a few morphological operators like erosions, 
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dilations,, and set operations to a complete toolbox including not only fundamental 
operatorss but also specialized tools for filtering, reconstruction, and segmentation. 

Thee software packages have different complexity levels depending on the needs 
off  the researcher and end user. In the area of image processing, there are not only 
computerr scientists but also physicians, mathematicians, biologists, and any kind of 
scientistt who needs to process images in order to analyze and recognize their prop-
erties.. Image processing software packages can be commercial, shareware, or even 
freeware.. The majority of them are oriented to specific platforms like Unix, Linux, 
andd Microsoft Windows since their related graphical user interfaces are tied with the 
operatingg system capabilities and functionalities. 

I tt is not the intention in this section to cover all image processing software packages 
andd their related morphological tools. The goal is to make an overview of some 
currentlyy available morphological software packages like Mmach toolbox for the Khoros 
systemm *; Mmorph toolbox for Matlab t; Micromorph *; and Vis i log §. The aspects to 
bee considered include general information, technical requirements, maintenance, and 
support. . 

1.3.11 Mmach 

Khoross is considered one of the most famous software environments designed for 
researchh in image processing [40] [41] [42]. Khoros consists of a collection of small, 
independentt modules which can be plugged together to accomplish very complicated 
tasks.. Since all modules are independent of each other, it is quite easy to write new 
moduless or transform existing image processing algorithms into a Khoros conforming 
form.. An intuitive and flexible user interface makes Khoros an ideal platform for 
rapidd prototyping, solution exploration, and scientific visualization applications. In 
fact,, the known applications cover a very broad spectrum: industrial inspection, 
medicall  diagnosis, optical measurement, remote sensing, semiconductor processing, 
optics,, medical imaging, ecosystem analysis, cell biology, etc. 

Thee use of a data flow visual programming environment called Cantata within the 
Khoross system allows users to easily bring together these large amount of applications 
andd have them working as a cohesive whole. Programs from the Khoros system are 
representedd as visual objects called glyphs. When accessed within the Cantata visual 
environment,, a Khoros program is called an operator. To build a visual program, the 
userr selects the desired programs, places the corresponding glyphs on the workspace, 
andd connects them to indicate the flow of the data from program to program, in the 
workspacee [64] [65]. 

Khoross was designed to be portable and extensible. It relies on existing standards 
(XI11 Windows and Unix), incorporates tools for software development and mainte-
nance,, contains a flexible data exchange format, provides tools to export and import 

*©Saoo Paulo State University (USP), National Institute for Space Research (INPE), and Camp-
inass State University (UNICAMP) 

t©SDCC Information Systems 
tt ©Centre de Morphologie Mathématique, Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Mines de Paris. 
§©NOESISS VISION Inc. 
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standardd data formats, and includes an algorithm library. Programs can also be or-
ganizedd as independent subsystems, called toolboxes, which can easily be integrated 
too the system [31]. 

Followingg a component based approach, a toolbox for the Khoros software envi-
ronmentt has been developed in order to enhance its potentiality by adding a new set of 
morphologicall  tools. Mmach is designed to deal with one-dimensional signals, binary, 
grey-scale,, and multiple band images. Each program has a specialized algorithm for 
grev-scalee and binarv images that is automaticallv chosen according to the input data 
typee [3] [4]. 

Cantataa suits quite well with mathematical morphology and brings an excellent 
environmentt for algorithm development. The right combination of operators gives the 
solutionn for a specific problem. 

Thee architecture of the toolbox is organized in four groups of programs: 

Basicc level: Holds the elementary operations and operators of mathematical mor-
phologyy like addition, dilation, distance transform, erosion, intersection, nega-
tion,, subtraction, toggle and union; 

Firs tt  level: Holds operators that use one basic operator at least. These operators 
are:: anti-dilation, anti-erosion, closing, conditional dilation, conditional erosion, 
conditionall  thickening, conditional thinning, inf-generating, morphological gra-
dient,, opening, sup-generating, thickening, thinning and threshold; 

Secondd level: Contains operators that use each basic operator more than once. 
Thesee operators are: close by segment, dilation by segment, erosion by segment, 
inf-canonical,, extended intersection, extended union, N-closing, N-conditional 
dilation,, N-conditional erosion, N-conditional thickening, N-conditional thin-
ning,, N-thickening, N-thinning, opening by segment, sup-canonical, alternate 
sequentiall  filters, and symmetrical difference; 

Thir dd Level: Contains operators that uses an a priori  undefined number of basic 
operators.. These operators are: center filter, homotopy changing, close holes, 
closingg by reconstruction, conditional exoskeleton by thickening, conditional 
skeletonn by thinning, exoskeleton by thickening, last erosion, labeling, morpho-
logicall  skeleton, N-conditional bisector, objects on frame-off, opening by re-
construction,, regional maximum, regional minimum, skeleton by thinning with 
multiplee parameters, skeleton by thinning, skeleton by influence zones (SKIZ), 
andd watershed. 

Mmachh provides complementary functions like an interface for the support, gen-
erationn and rotation subsets of the 3 x 3 structuring element, an interface for the 
generationn of binary or gray scale images that represent disks, the equality operator 
andd the less than operator [2]. It also includes code optimizations for structuring 
functionn decomposition in order to speed up the elementary operators. 

Thee Mmach toolbox is freely available. It has a web site on the Internet at 
http://www.dca.fee.unicamp.br/projects/Khoros/mmach/tutor/mmach.htmlwithh ad-
ditionall  information, tutorials, examples, and extra help. Mmach 1.4 is the latest 

http://www.dca.fee.unicamp.br/projects/Khoros/mmach/tutor/mmach.htmlwith
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version.. Source code is also available in C language as well as compiled binary ver-
sions.. It depends on Khoros environment and runs on Unix and Unix-like platforms. 
Mmachh also has a mailing list and an increasing number of users. With respect to 
documentation,, each program of the toolbox has an on-line help associated that gives 
thee definition of the operator and a set of well known parameters to extract useful 
imagee information. 

Anotherr driving force behind its success within the scientific community was the 
inclusionn of Mmach in the Digital Image Processing courseware, known as DIP^ DIP's 
purposee is to give users a hands-on approach to image processing through an extensive 
numberr of experiments including mathematical morphology. It can also be used as a 
self-studyy guide or for any type of training format. 

Despitee of the worldwide acceptance of Mmach as a software tool for morphological 
imagee processing, it presents some inherent drawbacks as follows: 

 elementary operators for binary images have more properties than the corre-
spondingg ones for grey-scale images. Additional algorithms are also provided 
forr the distance transform, opening and closing by reconstruction, labeling, and 
watersheds.. This characteristic shows that the Mmach makes a clear distinction 
inn terms of image semantics besides having specialized algorithm implementa-
tionss to deal with different semantics; 

 Mmach is data type oriented, which means that additional algorithms must be 
implementedd for every single data type. Therefore, it has a large set of pro-
gramss dealing with the same morphological operator. When executing a given 
operationn or operator that make use of different types, Mmach needs to choose 
thee appropriate one, making use of data type conversion operators and yielding 
ann extra overhead in terms of processing time. This is not only a characteristic 
off  Mmach itself but the Khoros system as well; 

 the large set of morphological operators derived by semantics and data type 
distinction,, generates code proliferation, which makes code reutilization a very 
difficul tt issue. 

Inn addition, Mmach is not very easy to use. Time needs to be invested to acquire some 
kindd of expertise before getting the most of the toolbox. 

1.3.22 Mmorph 

MATLABB is an integrated technical computing environment that combines numeric 
computation,, advanced graphics and visualization, and a high-level programming 
language.. It is an outgrowth of the LINPACK and EISPACK projects, and has been 
evolvingg for a number of years to the current system. 

Thee name MATLAB is an abbreviation for MATrix LABoratory. As the name suggests, 
itt is especially designed for matrix computations: solving systems of linear equations, 
computingg eigenvalues and eigenvectors, factoring matrices, and so forth. It contains 

*©KRI ,, ISTEC, Ramiro Jordan , Roberto Lotufo. 
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aa variety of graphical capabilities, and extends through programs written in its own 
programmingg language. In addition, it is used in a variety of application areas in-
cludingg signal and image processing, engineering, control system design, and medical 
research.. The open architecture makes it easy to use MATLA B and companion products 
too explore data and create custom tools that provide early insights and competitive 
advantages. . 

AA significant value of this environment it that it is extensible, since the user 
cann create new functions and toolboxes for the environment. These functions and 
toolboxess are plain text files containing code and are called M-files. MATLA B also 
providess a compiler that automatically converts M-files to C and C++ code. 

Mmorphh toolbox is a software for image analysis and signal processing for MATLAB . 
I tt is composed by a family of morphological operators and operations based on lattice 
operations.. These operators and operations are quite useful for restoration, seg-
mentationn and quantitative analysis of images and signals. The toolbox contains 
state-of-the-artt morphological operators, implemented by the most efficiently known 
algorithms.. The available operators range from the classical morphological filters, to 
reconstruction,, connected filters, and watersheds. 

Morphologicall  operators are written hierarchically based on elementary operators, 
calledd dilation and erosion. The toolbox includes implementations for dilation and 
erosionn and permits the creation of any other morphological operator through its con-
structivee approach. Some operators have specialized and hardcoded implementations 
gearedd to efficiency like distance transform, watershed, reconstruction, labeling and 
areaa opening. 

Apartt from functions to deal with data type conversion, image handling and vi-
sualization,, measurements, relations and operations between images, structuring el-
ements,, and intervals, Mmorph contains a vast number of other functions organized 
accordingg to their applicability: 

Dilation ss and Erosions: Contain elementary functions like erosion, dilation, condi-
tionall  erosion and dilation, distance transform, and geodesic distance transform; 

Morphologicall  Filters: Include the classical morphological filters like opening, 
closing,, center filter, and the alternate sequential filtering (ASF); 

Connectedd Operators: Hold area opening and area closing, opening and closing by 
reconstruction,, inf-reconstruction and sup-reconstruction, regional minima and 
maxima,, valley and peak removal, ASF by reconstruction, minima imposition, 
andd hole filling; 

Residues::  Hold morphological gradient, opening and closing top-hat, open and close 
byy reconstruction top-hat, ultimate erosion, and morphological skeleton; 

Sup-generatingg and Inf-generating: Contain functions like sup-generating (hit-
miss),, inf-generating, intersection of inf-generating operators, union of sup-
generatingg operators, and adaptive threshold; 

Thinnin gg and Thickening: Hold thinning and thickening, conditional thinning 
andd thickening, skeleton by influence zones (SKIZ), and watersheds. 
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Mmorphh toolbox supports flat and non-flat structuring elements and represents 
themm using decomposition and separability methods, which increases the performance 
off  the corresponding dilation and erosion. 

Withh respect to the documentation, Mmorph has an on-line reference manual with 
informationn for each function of the toolbox including a formal definition, command 
syntax,, parameters, a short description, and examples. Mmorph is also illustrated by 
severall  demonstrations, which show the morphological solution of real-life image pro-
cessingg problems. Some of the application areas covered are machine vision, medical 
imaging,, and desktop publishing, document processing, food industry and agriculture. 

Mmorphh is a commercial product and can be seen as a collection of functions im-
plementedd as mex files that depend on a dynamic library, called libmorph. It has 
aa web site on the Internet at http://www.mmorph.com with additional information, 
extensivee examples, tutorials, recommended literature, and mathematical morphol-
ogyy related links. The toolbox has a 30 days evaluation license that is freely available 
inn the web site. Mmorph 0.13 is the latest version. It depends on MATLAB environment 
andd is supported for three platforms: Win95/98/WinNT, Linux and Unix/Solaris. 

Mmorphh functions can be embedded into larger software projects or standalone ap-
plications.. By implementing and compiling new algorithms with the MATLAB compiler, 
onee can make use of Mmorph capabilities the foundation for useful image processing 
applications. . 

Despitee of its state-of-art operators and the use of software engineering tools for 
itss development, it exhibits some deficiencies as follows: 

 like in the Mmach toolbox for the Khoros environment, Mmorph needs additional 
algorithmss for both binary and grey-scale images. This particularly shows that 
itt is semantically oriented, which means that different implementations must be 
developedd for all kinds of semantics supported by the toolbox; 

 Mmorph deals with grey-scale and binary images and is data type oriented. Con-
sequently,, more code needs to be written for every single data type. In other 
words,, type oriented algorithms need to be implemented and included in the 
toolbox.. When a Mmorph function is called, it needs to automatically choose 
thee right one based on the data type, producing an execution time overhead. 
Likee in the Mmach for the Khoros environment, this is not only a characteristic 
off  Mmorph itself but the MATLAB environment as well; 

 due to its semantic and data type oriented characteristic, Mmorph suffers from 
codee proliferation and lack of reuse. 

1.3.33 Micromorph 

Micromorphh is an image processing and analysis software package that implements 
severall  algorithmic innovations of mathematical morphology. The software package 
iss not only educational with a great number of exercises and applications described 
inn detail, but a tool for application development. Developed by the Centre de Mor-
phologiee Mathématique, École Nationale Supérieure des Mines de Paris, it is perhaps 

http://www.mmorph.com
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thee first software package entirely devoted to morphological image processing and 
analysis. . 

Thee software package provides solutions for scientific problems; a programming 
environmentt for problem solving; a software development environment and tools: and 
librariess for portability, scalability, data access, data visualization, and visualization 
applications. . 

Micromorphh contains a dictionary that holds a list of all available words (functions 
andd procedures). The primitive words constitute the basic core of the system. A 
veryy interesting feature is that the system allows the user to define new routines 
andd add these routines to the dictionary, by using procedures and functions already 
availablee . The dictionary can be customized with new words in a very simple way. 
Thee programming structure of Micromorph language is also rather simple. Once an 
applicationn has been programmed, compiled and added to the dictionary, it can be 
usedd to define tools to process images of increasing complexity. 

Apartt from primitive operators and functions to deal with image handling and 
visualization,, measurements, rank operators, convolutions, simulation, neighborhood 
operators,, arithmetical and logical operations with images, image sequences, struc-
turingg elements, segmentation, graphs, etc., Micromorph contains a vast number of 
otherr procedures and functions organized according to their applicability: 

Erosionss and Dilations: Include elementary erosions and dilations, erosion and di-
lationn on square or hexagonal grid, erosion and dilation by a segment, erosion 
andd dilation by an elementary square or hexagon, distance square or hexagonal 
distancee function, erosion and dilation by a pair of points, contour of a set, Sobel 
andd morphological gradients, isotropic erosion and dilation, isotropic distance 
function,, cylindrical or conic dilation, dilation of a set by another set, erosion 
andd dilation by a rhombododecaedron, erosion and dilation by a diamond, di-
lationn by a ring or by the summits of an hexagon, polygonal dilations; 

Openingss and Closings: Hold elementary openings and closings, openings and 
closingss using a linear structuring element, open and close top-hats, isotropic 
openingg and closing, sup-close and inf-opening intersection, regularized gradi-
ents,, infimum of directional openings; 

Geodesyy and Connectivity: Contain geodesic erosion and dilation, binary recon-
structionn from a marker set, opening and closing by reconstruction, area open-
ing,, reconstruction by a ring, geodesic distance, binary reconstruction, leveling 
transform; ; 

Application ss of Geodesy: Hold removal of particles touching the image border, 
extractionn of the first particle internal contour of an image, hole filling , extrema 
off  a function, extended extrema, modification of the homotopy by markers, 
extremaa of an image inside a mask, grain smoothing and closing, individual 
closingg of particles, dynamics of the maxima or minima of an image; 

Filters ::  Include alternate filter, alternate sequential filter, alternate sequential fil-
terr (ASF) using linear openings, center auto-median operator, morphological 
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center,, contrast using the top-hat, isotropic alternate filter, alternate filter by 
reconstruction,, toggle between the opening and the closing, binary median set, 
grey-scalee median image; 

Skeletonss and Maximal Balls: Contain skeleton by maximal squares or hexagons, 
ultimatee erosion, centroid, conditional bisector; 

Thinnings,, Thickenings: Hold binary thinnings and thickenings, elementary cycle 
off  geodesic thinning or thickening, homotopic thickenings, homotopic thinnings, 
endpointss of the skeleton, multiple points, geodesic center, grey-scale thinnings 
andd thickenings, erosion and dilation by a general structuring element, elemen-
taryy grey-scale thinning and thickening, directional gradient, complete vector 
gradient,, enhanced vector gradient, thinning and clipping, grey-scale hit-or-
miss,, grey-scale basic thickening, grey-scale thinning; 

Segmentationn and Watersheds: Contain clipping, skeleton by influence zones 
(SKIZ),, marker-based and simple watersheds, distance function segmentation, 
jumpp contrast extraction, mosaic image, waterfall transformation, pyramid of 
mosaicc images. 

Micromorphh provides support for a large set of structuring elements within the 
squaree and hexagonal grid like diamonds, disks, lines, rhombus, etc. They can be 
madee flat or non-flat. It also contains specialized functions to deal with structuring 
elementt generation and rotation. 

Thee documentation supplied with Micromorph makes it a real educational soft-
waree package of mathematical morphology. This documentation includes on-line help 
files,, a complete reference manual of the programming language of Micromorph, ap-
plicationss manual and a course of mathematical morphology. The applications man-
uall  consists of several chapters gradually introducing the notions of mathematical 
morphology,, the algorithms needed for operator implementation, and applications to 
imagee processing. These notions and applications are introduced through tutorials 
andd exercises. 

Micromorphh is a commercial product including a large collection of functions and 
proceduress implemented in C. Additional information and a FAQ's is available at 
http://cmm.ensmp.fr/micromorphh web site. Micromorph 1.4 is the latest version. 
Itt is an independent software package and is only supported for Win95/98/WinNT 
platform.. Unfortunately, there exists no demonstration or free evaluation version 
available. . 

Apartt from the large number of functions and procedures to deal with image 
sequences,, graphs, and three-dimensional mathematical morphology which makes 
Micromorphh unique, perhaps, one of the major advantages of Micromorph comes with 
thee course of mathematical morphology that is included in the software package. 
Thiss course introduces the main concepts of mathematical morphology as well as 
theirr properties, from basic operators such as erosion and dilation to complex tools 
suchh as watershed based segmentation. 

Despitee of its state-of-art operators, Micromorph exhibits some deficiencies as 
follows: : 

http://cmm.ensmp.fr/micromorph
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 the power of Micromorph comes at a price of a high complexity. The system 
functionalityy accounts for more than a hundred words or transformations and 
aa large library. As more and more algorithms are added, the size of the system 
continuess to grow. Unfortunately, the design approach chosen for Micromorph 
hass the tendency to make all parts of the system depends upon each other. It 
iss not possible to split the system into independent parts - the Micromorph has 
too be used and understood as a whole; 

 elementary operators for binary and grey-scale images have individual imple-
mentations.. Therefore, different algorithms are needed. This characteristic eas-
ilyy shows that the Mmach makes a clear distinction in terms of image semantics, 
havingg specialized algorithm implementations to deal with that; 

 Micromorph is data type oriented, which means that additional algorithms must 
bee implemented for every single data type. Therefore, it has a large set of 
programss dealing with the same morphological operator; 

 if a closer look is taken on how algorithms are implemented in Micromorph, one 
seess that they are closely coupled to the data structures as well as with the 
availablee set of structuring elements; 

 due to its large set of morphological operators derived by the semantics, data 
type,, and data structure distinction, code reutilization is extremely difficult to 
obtain,, yielding code proliferation. 

Inn addition, Micromorph includes a great number of secondary functions and proce-
dures,, making the system hard to understand and to use. 

1.3.44 Visi log 

Vis i lo gg graphical approach to digital imaging has been designed both to make things 
easierr for the novice and to save development time for those more experienced in 
digitall  imaging. The system provides a large amount of image processing algorithms 
forr Windows or Unix based platforms. It is also able to perform many two-dimensional 
morphologicall  operations on grey-scale or binary images. 

Itt includes flexible data structures and associated algorithms for all phases of 
imagee processing and analysis, low-level image processing, geometric and topologie 
featuree representation, high-level object reconstruction, coordinate systems and data 
exchangee facilities. Using Vis i log libraries, the existing functionality can, to a certain 
extent,, be adapted to new environments. 

V is i lo gg includes a C-based macro language. The macro recorder generates C code 
automatically.. This provides the user with the advantage of being able to compile 
codee and add them to the system. It also has a C language interpreter, allowing the 
userr to program either complex or basic applications. In this regard, it resembles the 
SCIL-- Image software package [62]. 

Thee system is made up of six different components as follows: 
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 Viewer: To acquire, load, view, annotate, edit and measure or print images; 

 Acquisition: To control the live, snap and other functions such as frame aver-
aging; ; 

 Processing Module: To access imaging algorithms. The system provides a 
widee selection of image processing algorithms. The processing module contains 
overr 500 functions used to process and analyze images; 

 Recorder: To build script files containing major transactions as C programming 
procedures.. Operations are recorded automatically allowing for easy and fast 
generationn of macros. Customize applications and create run time versions using 
Vis i lo gg libraries through Visual Basic or Visual C++; 

 Analysis: To analyze an entire image or individual objects. V is i log is able to 
transferr all analysis data to Excel or any other compatible spreadsheet; 

 Demo: To access frequently used macros. The Demo mode allows to store 
user-definedd macros or access Vis i log supplied macros. 

Vis i lo gg is used in machine vision, medical imaging, metallurgy and material 
science,, electronic microscopy and microanalysis imaging, pharmaceuticals, color sep-
aration,, petrochemical industry, granulometry, biology and cytology, gel analysis, 
aerospace,, defense and surveillance, and non-destructive testing. 

Exceptt for the set of operators and functions that handles color processing; thresh-
oldd and segmentation; arithmetic and Boolean operators; edge detection and linking; 
geometricc operators; frequency domain transforms; linear and non-linear filtering; 
convolutions;; and shape recognition, Vis i log contains a compact set of binary and 
grey-scalee morphological operators classified in line with their own characteristics: 

Erodee and Dilate: erosion, dilation, erosion and dilation by a line, erosion and 
dilationn by a disk, and color erosion and dilation; 

Openn and Close: opening, closing, opening and closing by a lines, opening and 
closingg by an arbitrary structuring element, and color opening and closing; 

Top-Hat ::  top-hat; 

Morphologicall  Filters: auto-median, morphological, and proper filter; 

Classicc Algorithms : ultimate erosion, border kill , hole filling, first object, regional 
extrema,, reconstruction, and watershed; 

Conditionall  Morphology: propagation and geodesic distance; 

Speciall  Points: boundary, interior points, end points, triple points, and isolated 
points; ; 

Thinnin gg and Thickening: thinning, thickening, ring, and convex hull; 
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Skeleton:: skeleton, centroid, bissector, prunning, skeleton by influence zones (SKIZ), 
thickk skeleton, and thick prunning. 

V is i lo gg works with predefined structuring elements like squares, disks, seg-
mentss (lines), circle, bi-point, diamond, as wrell as user-defined ones. The choice 
iss based on the type of result desired and the purpose of the transformation. All 
structuringg elements are flat but the system admits rectangular and hexagonal grids. 

Eachh operator has a detailed documentation including examples, parameter usage, 
technicall  explanations, and graphics that can be accessed using an on-line help. On-
linee manuals assist the user to understand the system and get the most of its powerful 
sett of operators. 

V is i lo gg is a commercial product and includes a compact but powerful set of 
morphologicall  operators implemented in C/C++. It has a web site on the Internet at 
http://www.visilog.comm with additional information, manuals, examples, newsletter, 
up-to-datee information about releases, applications, etc. Vis i log 5.02 is the latest 
version.. It is a self-contained software package and is available with full code under 
Win95/98/NT,, and Unix workstations. No evaluation or limited version is available. 

Thee system makes a distinction between parallel and sequential morphological 
operators.. In a regular operator, the structuring element examines the pixel values 
inn the original image to establish the new pixel value. In a recursive operator, the 
neww value established by the structuring element is affected by the previously changed 
values.. Providing another way of implementing morphological algorithms is necessary 
forr V is i log, producing implementations that are more efficient. 

V is i lo gg contains its own drawbacks, which are described as follows: 

 it is semantic oriented. Grey-scale and binary images are treated distinctly, 
whichh means that different implementations must be developed for all kinds of 
semanticss supported by the system; 

 it is data type oriented. Therefore, distinct algorithms must be devised and 
implementedd to deal with all kinds of data types supported by the system. 
Consequently,, it yields an unwanted number of operators and a larger library. 

Tablee 1.1 contains a list of 40 operators, which are often used in mathematical 
morphology.. This list ranges from fundamental operators (e.g. erosions and dilations) 
too advanced operators (e.g. watersheds). A comparison is made in terms of their 
availabilityy for Mmach, Mmorph, Micromorph, and Vis i log software packages. Note 
thee superiority of Mmorph and Micromorph with regards to the expressiveness of the 
operatorr set. 

Basedd on the review in this chapter, it is clear that the software packages consid-
eredd share some deficiencies, which are given as follows: 

 algorithms must be designed and implemented for every single data type, i.e. 
theyy are data type oriented. This leads to specific implementations and to a 
widee variety of similar algorithms; 

 code needs to be written for every single data type, generating code prolifera-
tionn and lack of reuse. In addition, the large set of operators associated with 

http://www.visilog.com
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codee proliferation produce several complications with respect to software main-
tenance. . 

Thesee aspects show that software for mathematical morphology should be made 
genericc and should support a large variety of data types. 

1.44 The State of Art in Morphological Software De-
velopment t 

Thiss section refers to the state of art in morphological software, concentrating on 
featuress relevant to software design in mathematical morphology. 

Ass the discussion of criteria relevant to the review and evaluation of morphological 
softwaree have shown, there are a variety of features relevant to almost any application 
whereass others will largely depend on the user's specific environment and requirements 
(granulometries,, graph morphology, color watershed segmentation, etc.). 

1.4.11 Requirements 

Certainn qualifications can be made as to vital and basic elements any morphological 
softwaree should have. Especially important are those features which determine the 
structuree and complexity of the algorithms and features related to design and im-
plementationn of the algorithms since the value and applicability of the software will 
largelyy depend on these features. This means above all: 

1.. there should be support for a large variety of image data types. For instance, 
Horuss supports two-dimensional and three-dimensional images. The pixel values 
off  an image are scalar values, or a vector of scalar values. A scalar value is 
representedd by an integer value, one of by te, shor t, i nt or a floating point 
value,, one of f l o a t, double. The vector values contain 2 or 3 scalar values 'L 
Thee list of image types is shown in table 1.2; 

2.. the software should be implemented using generic constructions in order to avoid 
codee proliferation and lack of reuse. This argument is treated in chapter 2; 

3.. the software should reflect the theory, i.e. the gap between programming and 
thee theory about mathematical morphology should be as small as possible. In 
addition,, the orthogonality of the operators in theory should be mapped in 
software.. Chapter 3 deals with this subject; 

4.. the software should consider speed, regardless the need for genericity. This topic 
wil ll  be covered in chapters 4, 5, and 6. 

AA short glance at software packages, toolboxes, and libraries available suggests 
thatt most software packages must fulfil l the following requirements when considering 
implementationn aspects: 

"Notee that support for geometrical structures [14] is left out since the focus is on general images. 
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 the software must be platform independent; 

thee development environment should comply with the current standards in soft-
waree development, which means: C++ programming language and STL based on 
thee current level of technology. C++ relies on the principle of abstract data types, 
inheritance,, and patterns. In this way, the new code can be designed in such 
aa way that the number of functions is reduced drastically while the number of 
differentt data types is increased. A set of elementary image processing operators 
mayy also be provided in order to make software development easier; 

thee software must provide the environment with which new algorithms can be 
developed.. Existing implementations of algorithms can be compared and eval-
uated.. As such, it must be easy for users to add their own algorithms (or new 
dataa types if required), and to experiment with algorithms that have already 
beenn implemented, i.e. a flexible and reusable expansion of the software must be 
provided,, allowing integration with the supplied private or third party libraries; 

thee software must be easy and intuitive to use, which means that the user in-
terfacee should function in a way similar to typical Windows applications and 
itt must offer ways to export results of image processing algorithms, e.g. past-
ingg resulting images in presentation applications and data to data processing 
applications; ; 

theree must be a clear development documentation. Examples showing how to 
addd functionality must be provided; 

thee software should support images with distinct dimensionalities and different 
imagee types. The main requirement for additional types will be that both read 
andd write functionality are available as well as conversions between image types; 

 help information should be provided as much as possible. 

Thiss thesis concentrates on the first four fundamental aspects previously cited and 
leavee implementational aspects to chapter 2. 

Lookingg at the available morphological packages reviewed in this thesis with these 
requirementss in mind, it seems that the majority of these packages do not meet the 
requirements.. Morphological software development still means above all constructing 
aa set of fundamental operators optimally suited to the majority of image processing 
applicationss where it is to be used. 

Iff  one takes into account the present state of the art of morphological software 
development,, it seems that the list of requirements might well be useful in more than 
onee way: like checklists for other types of software, it may also stimulate ones to 
revisee their concepts and to improve morphological software development. There-
fore,, the following section returns to the problem statement with a birds-eye view 
onn a non-exhaustive list of requirements any software developer should keep in mind 
whenn designing libraries for morphological image processing or general purpose image 
processing. . 
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1.4.22 Problem Statement Revisited 

AA lot of research in the field of algorithms and data structures provides qualitative 
andd quantitative analysis for structures like hierarchical queues, heaps, binary trees, 
orr priority queues. Nevertheless, there is littl e mention of how to implement these 
structuress in ways that emphasize maintainability, adaptability, and reuse. That is 
too say, it is difficult to identify a comprehensive set of data structures, which would 
fi tt the need of image processing. 

Thatt is the reason why the initial problem statement needs to be rephrased into: 
HowHow can generic programming be applied to mathematical morphology in order to 
obtainobtain generic, reusable, and theoretically compliant software while maintaining very 
goodgood processing speed? 

AA morphological software development framework that employs generic patterns 
mustt be justifiable. Morphological patterns must describe commonly recurring struc-
turee of components that accomplish a general problem within a particular context. 
Clearly,, the word pattern suggests recurrence: if something does not recur, it cannot 
possiblyy be a pattern. However, recurrence is not the sole characteristic of impor-
tance.. It is also needed to show that a morphological pattern is fit for use, and that 
itt is a useful one. Recurrence is a purely quantitative characteristic. Fitness and 
usefulnesss are qualitative characteristics. The software developer must show fitness 
byy explaining how a particular morphological pattern is successful and usefulness by 
explainingg why it is successful and rewarding. 

1.4.33 Thesis Overview 

Thiss thesis focus on the design principles of software for mathematical morphology 
usingg algorithmic patterns. Implementational details are almost absent since the 
thesiss is much more concentrated on the general common principles of mathematical 
morphologicall  computations. Chapter 2 consist of a general introduction why the use 
off  generic programming is advantageous as the basis for a mathematical morphol-
ogyy library in comparison to other libraries. Chapter 3 defines the complete lattice 
frameworkk in as much it is relevant to the computational patterns to appear later on. 
Chapterr 4 describes the parallel pattern, chapter 5 deals with the sequential patterns, 
andd chapter 6 is on the grassfire or bucket or queue-based pattern. All chapters 4, 
5,, and 6 have a theoretical section, an observational section, a pattern section, and 
exampless of implementations. 

Thiss thesis is based on the following papers: 

M.. C. d'Ornellas. A morphological multiscale gradient for color image segmenta-
tion.. In Proceedings of the 15ff t International Conference on Pattern Recognition 
(ICPR'2000),(ICPR'2000), Barcelona, pages 342 346. ICPR Press - AERFAI, 2000. 

M.. C. d'Ornellas and R. v.d. Boomgaard. Generic algorithms for morphological 
imagee operators - a case study using watersheds. In H. J. A. M. Heijmans and J. 
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B.. T. M. Roerdink, editors, Mathematical Morphology and Its Applications to Image 
Processing,Processing, pages 323 330. Kluwer Academic Publishers, The Netherlands, 1998. 

M.. C. d'Ornellas and R. v.d. Boomgaard. Developing morphological building blocks: 
Fromm design to implementation. In Proceedings of the Brazilian Conference on Com-
puterputer Graphics and Image Processing (SIBGRAPF99) - IEEE Press, pages 214 220, 
Campinas,, 1999. 

M.. C. d'Ornellas and R. v.d. Boomgaard. A morphological multi-scale gradient for 
colorr image segmentation. In J. Goutsias, L. Vincent, and D. S. Bloomberg, editors, 
MathematicalMathematical Morphology and Its Applications to Image Processing, pages 199-206. 
Kluwerr Academic Publishers, The Netherlands, 2000. 

M.. C. d'Ornellas, R. v.d. Boomgaard, and J. Geusebroek. Morphological algorithms 
forr color images based on a generic-programming approach. In Proceedings of the 
BrazilianBrazilian Conference on Computer Graphics and Image Processing (SIBGRAPF98)-
IEEEIEEE Press, pages 323 330, Rio de Janeiro, 1998. 

N.. Nes and M. C. d'Ornellas. Color image texture indexing. In D. P. Huijsmans 
andd A. W. M. Smeulders, editors, Lecture Notes in Computer Science - Third Inter-
nationalnational Conference on Visual Information and Information Systems (VISUAL'99), 
pagess 467-474. Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1999. 

M.. C. d'Ornellas, R. v.d. Boomgaard, A. W. M. Smeulders and D. Koelma. A 
genericc programming paradigm for image processing. In preparation 

R.. v.d. Boomgaard, and M. C. d'Ornellas. Complete lattice theory: The algebraic 
frameworkk for morphological image processing. In preparation 

M.. C. d'Ornellas, R. v.d. Boomgaard. A formal specification for sequential algo-
rithmss in mathematical morphology. In preparation 

M.. C. d'Ornellas, R. v.d. Boomgaard. Morphological algorithmic patterns. In 
preparation preparation 
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Tablee 1.1 Table containing a list of morphological operators with respect to their 
availabilityy for Mmach, Mmorph, Micromorph, and Vis i log software packages. 

Morphologicall  Operator 
erosion n 
dilation n 
conditionall  erosion 
conditionall  dilation 
distancee transform 
geodesicc distance transform 
opening g 
closing g 
centerr filter 
alternatee sequential filtering (ASF) 
areaa opening 
areaa closing 
openingg by reconstruction 
closingg by reconstruction 
inf-reconstruction n 
sup-reconstruction n 
regionall  minima 
regionall  maxima 
valleyy removal 
peakk removal 
ASFF by reconstruction 
minimaa imposition 
holee fillin g 
edgee off 
morphologicall  gradient 
openingg top-hat 
closingg top-hat 
openn by reconstruction top-hat 
closee by reconstruction top-hat 
ultimatee erosion 
morphologicall  skeleton 
sup-generatingg (hit-miss) 
inf-generating g 
adaptivee threshold 
thinning g 
thickening g 
conditionall  thinning 
conditionall  thickening 
skeletonn by influence zones (SKIZ) 
watersheds s 

Mmach. . 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

Mmorph h 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

Micromorph h 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

Visilog g 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 
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Tablee 1.2 List of prospected image data types in Horus. 

Imagee Data Type 
Scalarr integer byte 2D 
Scalarr integer short 2D 
Scalarr integer int 2D 
Scalarr real float 2D 
Scalarr real double 2D 
Scalarr integer byte 3D 
Scalarr integer short 3D 
Scalarr integer int 3D 
Scalarr real float 3D 
Scalarr real double 3D 
Vectorr 2 integer byte 2D 
Vectorr 2 integer short 2D 
Vectorr 2 integer int 2D 
Vectorr 2 real float 2D 
Vectorr 2 real double 2D 
Vectorr 2 integer byte 3D 
Vectorr 2 integer short 3D 
Vectorr 2 integer int 3D 
Vectorr 2 real float 3D 
Vectorr 2 real double 3D 
Vectorr 3 integer byte 2D 
Vectorr 3 integer short 2D 
Vectorr 3 integer int 2D 
Vectorr 3 real float 2D 
Vectorr 3 real double 2D 
Vectorr 3 integer byte 3D 
Vectorr 3 integer short 3D 
Vectorr 3 integer int 3D 
Vectorr 3 real float 3D 
Vectorr 3 real double 3D 

Usage e 
largee field images 
commonn grey-valued image 
intermediatee results requiring more precision 
largee contrast operations 
preferredd to float as it has less arithmetic problems 

commonn grey-valued image in 3D 

representationn for many computations in 3D 

commonn representation for vector fields 

commonn for motion field computations 

largee color fields 

somee color models, e.g. RGB 

otherr color models, e.g. HSV, CMY, YIQ 

3DD color images 
vectorr computation in 3D 
thiss is useful for vector computation in 3D 




